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BR-Calc
Quick Reference

Tax Registers

Net Input, Net Added Value, Net Total 
Total net value can be split into a net input value and a 
net added value proportion which in total add up to the 
net sales price.  

Typically the net input value would be the net value, 
after tax credits, for purchased raw material for a 
manufacturer or to the net purchase price for an item for 
resale.

Net added value is the value added to the input value, 
while the sum of the net input value and the net added 
value becomes the net total sales value.

To enter a value in any of these fields, type it into the 
main display, press STO and then press the field for the 
input value.  (Note, you can also use STO+, STO-, 
STO×, STO÷ to alter the value.)  

Note that the STO function can be used to store values 
into any of the “hot” locations indicated by red color.

The tax calculations will immediately be updated.

Tax Rates 
Tax rates are set by entering a value into the main display, press STO and then press the tax 
percentage number at the right side above the field for the corresponding tax value.  (“Hot” 
fields indicated by red color.)

The tax calculation is affected affected by how the customer is classified.  If classified as an end 
customer, IPI will be included in the tax base for calculation of ICMS, otherwise it is not.  The 
customer type can be altered by pressing the yellow shift button followed by “END C”.

If the tax mode is “SIMPES” press the yellow shift button followed by “SMPL” to toggle display 
mode.  (The fields for PIS/COFINS and ICMS are then set to zero and deactivated.) 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Store a set of tax rates 
You can store the currently applied tax rates under a 
name for future reference.  To do so press the yellow 
function button then STO T.  

Enter any name and press the Save button.

Recall a set of tax rates 
Stored tax rates can be recalled by pressing the yellow 
function button then RCL T.

Choosing the desired tax set takes you back to the main 
display.  The tax rates and tax values will be updated.

You can rearrange or delete items from the list of tax 
sets by pressing the Edit button. 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Price estimates

Adding up taxes - Gross to Net 

Based on the total net price, the taxes can be totalized 
and added to display the total including tax by pressing 
the ∑T button.

The inverse operation is also possible.  Let’s say a 
discount of 10% is conceded on the price shown in the 
image to the right.  Calculate the value after 10% 
reduction as follows;

In RPN mode, enter the number “10” followed by the “%” 
key and then “-“.  

In algebraic mode, enter “-“, then the number “10” and 
then the “%” key and the “=“ key.

This will result in a total value including taxes of 13.96.

Now pressing the yellow shift button followed by the Gross to Net “G→N” button the tax values 
will be updated based on the active tax rates.  The resulting Net Total will be displayed.  The Net 
Added Value is also adjusted to match the new Net Total while the Net Input is kept unchanged.
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Creating a Price summary 

In a typical business setting,  there is very often a need 
to add freight costs and finance charges.  This is done in 
the Price Summary view.  This view is opened by 
pressing the "$≡" button.  

The tax rates applied will be those shown on the main 
display, while monthly interest rate, days financed and 
freight cost are added in this view.  

The customer type, “End Customer” or  “Tax Contributo”  
can be altered using the toggle switch at the bottom of 
the display.  In the example to the right the customer 
type was altered to “End customer”.

Type of interest rate calculation, simple or compound 
rate, can be set under setting which is accessed by 
pressing the blue “?” on the main display.

The calculation base for taxes is shown, allowing for a simple check of the calculation as 
follows;

PIS/COFINS value = (Calculation Base) × 9.25% = 14.82 × 9.25% = 1.37
ICMS value = (Calculation Base + IPI value) × 18% = (14.82 + 0.74) × 18% = 2.80
Note! IPI value is included in the base for calculation of ICMS since it is an end customer
IPI value = (Calculation Base) × 5% = 14.82 × 5% = 0.74

The finance cost is based on the monthly rate which is converted to a daily rate based on a 30 
day month.  This daily rate is then applied to the number of days financed.  Finance cost is 
included in the base for tax calculations.  In this case 2.1% / 30 = 0.07% per day.  Interest rate is 
equal to the total gross value of 15.56 x 0.07% x 60 = 0.65.  (If compound interest was used, the 
finance cost would be 15.56 x (1.0007^60 -1) = 0.67
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Mailing a Price Summary 

For the purpose of documentation, an e-mail facility is 
provided.  To send an e-mail with a summary of the price 
calculation simply press the e-mail button in the upper 
right hand corner of the display.  This will open the view 
shown to the right.  Just fill inn the desired e-mail 
address and additional text that may be desired.
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Custom Converters

Performing a unit conversion 
Unit conversion is made using customized unit 
converters.  These can be set up for any linear 
conversion.  The conversion view is called up by 
pressing the "x→?" button on the main view.

To convert the unit shown in the main display of the 
main view, just select the conversion you would like to 
make from the list of converters.

Converters can be sorted or deleted by using the “Edit" 
option in the upper right corner.

Initially this view is is populated with some common 
conversion.  New custom converters are added by 
pressing the + symbol in the upper right corner.  This will 
open a view for creation of converters.

Enter the name of the source unit, then the name of the 
destination unit.

Then enter the scale factor between the units (a).  In 
other words, how much is 1 in the original unit when 
converted to the new unit.  Lastly fill inn the offset value 
between the scales (b).  Typically units for mass, 
distance, area and volume have no offset, thus the value 
should be set to zero.  A unit like temperature typically 
has a value.  For instance zero degrees on the Celsius 
scale is equal to 32 degrees on the Fahrenheit scale.  
Press the "Save" button to store a conversion.

As a converter is created, by default also the inverse 
conversion is created.  To prevent the inverse 
conversion to be created, toggle the “Create inverse 
conversion” button.

An unlimited number of converters can be created. 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Other Functions

Trigonometric and math functions 
Pressing the "ƒ(x)" button displays a list of the available functions.  This list is fixed and cannot 
be edited.  Selecting a function will execute it and return to the main display.  Pressing the back 
button will return to the main display without executing anything.

Set number of decimals 
The number of decimals can be set to anything between 0 and 9 by pressing “FIX” and then the 
number of decimal desired using the numeric key pad.

Memory registers 
The number shown in the main display can be stored in any of 10 memory registers by hitting 
the “STO" button followed by a number corresponding to the memory register on the numeric 
key pad.

Simple math operations can be made on any of the memory registers by pressing the "STO" 
followed by “+”, “−“, “×” or “÷” and then the register number on the numeric key pad. 

The current value in any of the registers can be recalled by pressing “RCL" followed by the 
number corresponding to the register to be retrieved.

Sum of values in Tax Registers 
Pressing the “∑T” button will add the values “Net Total” + "ICMS (ISS)" + "PIS/COFINS" + "IPI"

Exponential Notation 
Exponential notation can be used for entry of very large or very small numbers.  First enter the 
root number, then press the “EE" button to enter the exponent.  Use the “+/-" button for negative 
exponents.

Note that the calculator will always try to display the result of any calculation in decimal format 
with the number of decimals set by the user.  If a number is either too large to be displayed, or 
smaller than what can be displayed with the selected number of decimals, then exponential 
notation will be used to display the calculation result.
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Copy and Paste Value in Main Display 
Press and hold in the main display.  This will show the copy button.  If a valid number has been 
copied from somewhere else, this can be based into the main display and used for further 
calculations.

Comment on nth roots 
Cube or nth roots are not implemented.  To calculate these, use the exponential function instead 
taking advantage of the following mathematical relation;

�n x = x
1
n


